November 18, 2021

The Bulldog Bark!
It’s been a busy year, so far.

1st Issue!

Pictured: Veterans Day Celebration in our very own Veterans Memorial Gym November 10, 2021
by Patricia Johnson on November 18, 2021
Last week Primero School District hosted a Veterans Appreciation dinner with a show! We had many students
performing patriotic songs, but most importantly, we had many people from our community and beyond that
helped us celebrate our Veterans

Academics
by Patricia Johnson on November 16, 2021
Whew! What a semester! We have been going
strong since August 11th, the first day of school.
Since then we have had football season, volleyball
season, and cross country. We’ve had some

quarantines, closures, and a bout of hand, foot, and
mouth disease! Most of the staff had never even
heard of such an ailment. Thankfully, we have been
in school and in class most of the time. The
secondary school is still using the modified block
schedule which began last year.

Tagen Raley says, “It was terrible because it gave
me a headache looking at screens all day.”
Joseph Chavez adds, “Online school makes it
where we don’t learn anything at all. It is the worst
kind of school. Being back in class is much better.”
Abram Dominguez disagrees, “Being home for
school is my favorite place! I feel more comfortable
at home.”

Seventh Grade English
Pictured: Mrs Byall instructing her sixth grade class
in their responsibilities as citizens of Byallsburg.

6th grade at Primero has
already had 2 quarantines!
by: Jarrod Salazar
The sixth grade class of 2028 has already
had 2 quarantines, and it has affected our class
massively: people not getting their work
complete and turned in, and many are not
functioning properly like citizens of
Byallsburg. The reasons for the quarantines
have been because some people in my class may
have had the CoronaVirus (Covid19) or the
hand foot mouth disease. Our health
department and school administration wants
us to be safe and get better from the
illness/virus(s). It has been a struggle for my
teacher, Mrs. Risa Byall, with grading and
getting caught up with her work that she needs
to do. Byallsburg is slowly, turning from a
ghost town. (while students were in
quarantine, their room was dark) with people
not being respectful to people, and not doing
their work (students forgetting their
responsibilities) to our fun little town. With us
being quarantined, it was awful. Our being
away from school wasn’t rough for me but
others might have been in different conditions
or circumstances.

By Patricia Johnson
Students began by reading Treasure Island and
creating some pirate stories. Below you will find the
beginnings of several of those stories. Most are
several pages long.

The Fight by Autumn Fields
Atha ‘Vamp’ Bones was a captain of a big
boat named Blue Moon. The boat had three
sails, a big cockpit, 8 different rooms to rest in,
a big Jolly Roger flag, and a good crew. The
crew has now landed in hell, there were so
many mean pirates on the island, Fish Guts.
The island was mean, gross, and filthy. The
island was large but so many deaths have
happened there, that’s why Captain Vamp was
there, not to die but to put her fighting skills to
the limit.
When Atha hopped off the boat, she saw a
group of mid-teens run away from a pirate.
The pirate was tall, had an eye patch (like
Atha), a long coat, and black hair, he also had a
long sword. Atha said, “OI, PIRATE MAN,
WANNA SWORD FIGHT I WILL GIVE
YOU 300 POUNDS IF YOU WIN.”- The
pirate of course said, “YEA MATE.”
To be continued…

The Crystal Ship by Jayla Lopez

Marcella Deceit Hayward was born on
December 16. She lived in a small town.
Marcella loved to write stories, poems, and
more. She had a family, her mother, father and
her brother named Jack. Sadly, her mother died
from falling off a cliff, she was pushed by her
enemy on purpose. Years pass, her father takes
care of Jack and Marcella, they also have a dog
named Buddy. In the year of 1776, December
16 it was her birthday, and she was turning 18
years old. Today is the day that she will go on
an adventure with her friend Cataline. She
went downstairs to her father and her brother,
she said, “I’m gonna miss you guys.” She gave
them a hug. Her dog Buddy walked to
Marcella, giving a big hug and saw her ship
named The Crystal Ship and her friend arrive
at the house (The ocean is next to Marcella’s
house). She had to go and said that she’ll be
back in a few days. She waved bye to them and
went outside to get on the ship.
Her friend Cataline said “Are you ready to
go?” Marcella said yes all excitedly. They were
going on an island named Roatan when they
arrived on the island they were going to study
the rare diamond in an outside cave. They were
sailing away from the small town, Cataline
took out a map that shows the directions to get
to the small island. Few hours later Maracella
saw some storm clouds Marcella “Uh,
Cataline” she said worriedly Cataline saw the
storm clouds then she grabbed the wheel and
tried to find clearer skies. The clouds started to
come in, Cataline felt a few raindrops and then
it started pouring on them. They couldn't find
clearer skies so they had to sail away from the
storm. The storm was getting worse...the waves
were getting bigger and then the ship crashed ,
a few hours later Marcella woke up and landed
on an island her friend also woke up.

Land Ho! By Peyton Mattie
Aspen and her crew were on their ship,
sailing on the sea. It was raining so the waves
were bad, they even shook the ship. “Maybe we
should find some land and take a break,”one of
the crew members said, but there was no land
in sight.
“There won’t be any land for miles,” Aspen
said in a harsh tone, then she walked away to
the captain's office. Aspen looked on the map
to see if there was any land in sight. There was a
tiny little place on the map that she saw, but
with every wave the ship shook more and more.
The crew was up on the deck cleaning the
ship, it was a mess since it hadn’t been cleaned
in years. Aspen came out of her office and told
the crew that they could stop cleaning for right
now. She looked at one of the crew members
who looked sea sick. She walked up to them
and told them to head back to the cabin and
take a break.

Captain Spear Origins by
Leonell Suarez
This story is about a child named Jason
Dinkleman who grew up to be a fierce pirate
named Captain Spear. Long ago Jason was
born in 1700. His mom was a fan of pirates
and decided to marry one. Jason doesn't know
why but she always tells him that she liked
pirates. His Pirate dad was a good man. He
would tell him the stories of his adventures and
promised him that he could ride on his boat
one day. ”Dad, I want to be like you someday,”
he said.
“Well, l if you want to be the fierce pirate
that me be. Then it won’t be easy!” he
responded. “You need to be fierce, brave, and
full of courage, me little sailor!” he said.

“Aye aye captain dad!” he shouted “That’s
me boy!” he responded.
Jason was a good kid and had a good family,
but over the years his dad kept going away with
his crew on a sea ship and would
return,smelling like alcohol and sea water. That
wasn't the worst that’s happened to him. One
day everything went downhill. One day his dad
said that he was going on a trip to find gold.
His son was filled with excitement but..he
didn't come back. Hhe looked out the
window and saw that one pirate went in the
house and said “I’m sorry lad but….you father
is gone.” Jason couldn't believe it; his dad was
gone. Filled with sadness he ran into his room
and cried. His mom and he didn't know what
to do. Their whole world was turned upside
down instantly but that wasn't the end of it.

9th Grade English
by Patricia Johnson

Last week, we had David Barrack from TSC to
help us with online safety. As a follow-up to
this presentation, students read “Digital
Detectives” by Shay Maunz. They were asked
to agree or disagree with a friend sending a fake
photograph online. This is what some of them
wrote:

Fake Photo by Kevin Acuna
My friends posted a fake picture thinking
that it will be harmless. I think that it is
harmful. I think that many people will believe
it, even though it's not true. I think that many
people will be scared. In the story, people
actually believed that there was a shark in the
hurricane. As the detectives looked more into
it. They found out that it is just all fake news.
They found that it was photoshopped, and it
was all fake. So, I think that it is better to not
upload a fake picture.

Photographs by Brandon Chatman
In my opinion it would depend on the joke.
As many jokes can be fun while others can be
very damaging. like posting my brother in a
batman costume and showing it to his friends
so that his friends really thought it was him. In
my mind that would be considered a harmless
prank, but it would still have dangerous
consequences. In doing so the kids may
believe it, so when we tell the truth the children
could get mad at my baby brother would get in
a lot of trouble. So posting fake photos could
be bad and could as well. I believe that posting
fake photos is okay as long as you acknowledge
it is fake. One example is if you want to make a
realistic photo that you know isn't real. So you
make the fake photo and show it off making it
cool in the process. Then you would post the
photo while claiming it was fake. This would
allow you to post photos while claiming that
the photo was fake as well.

Fake Photos Are Harmful by
DaShawn Sanchez
I would think the fake photo he posted
online is actually a harmful photo, so I disagree
that fake photos aren't harmless. One reason
why I think that it is harmful is because it could
affect others and like the prompt said that most
of the fake photos are usually made to make
people or someone angry, happy, or scared, so
that's why it's important to look and think if
it's real or not. Second, fake photos are very
common now and in the prompt it says that
there was a study in the year 2017 and it
showed that most of the people failed to tell if
it's a real photo or not.

Homecoming Week

Homecoming court

left to right: Freshman attendants: Aedin Borja
and Natalia Castaneda (not pictured)
Sophomore attendants: Anthony Pena and
Geyona Cordova, Junior attendants: Klay
Riggins and Rebecca Vigil, Dalton Avis (King)
and Madison Nash (Queen)

assumed that the juniors had it the 8th graders
were ecstatic, hence why they are trying to get
it.
The spirit stick contest was first introduced
during the week of homecoming. The objective
of the contest is to make it to the next assembly
with the spirit stick for a prize. While deciding
who got the stick the freshmen won it in a
spirit competition. A few days later the
freshmen had lost it. Now the spirit stick is
missing and no one knows the whereabouts.
Why is the spirit stick important? It is
important because this is a battle between
classes. Whoever wins will feel superior to
others. On November 3rd the battle started to
arise. Kids from each grade are getting in touch
with each other.
Some girls were caught looking through the
lockers, some had gone as far as to look into
other students' backpacks. In conclusion the
spirit stick shall be found soon again.
Update: The Junior Class has possession of the
spirit stick as revealed in an assembly
November 15, 2021.

SPIRIT STICK ON THE LOOSE

by Jocelyn Rivera, Elyssa Trujillo, Riley
Monaco, Isabela Maldonado

Spirit Stick Gone Rogue.

The spirit

stick is on the loose. It was last seen with the
freshman class but we know that it was stolen.
Sources say that it is now with the juniors.
The spirit stick has been a part of our
school ever since homecoming week. The 8th
grade class wants to get the stick because some
think that the junior class has it. The purpose
of this article is to warn people that 8th grade
girls are trying to obtain it. When it was first

Pictured: Josette Andrews Volleyball
coach. Homecoming week.

Volleyball
by Aliciana Garcia on November 16, 2021
This season was one of our best! We all improved so
much with everything. Unfortunately we are losing
some amazing girls because they graduate, but the
rest of us will continue to play for them. Beating
Sierra Grande and La Veta this season was a goal we
had set for a long time, and we achieved it due to
our amazing hard working players. We also can’t
forget our coach Ms. Andrews. She has changed us
all and made us the players we are today. In the end
we all came together and reached our goals, now we
will continue working hard and make next season
another one to remember!

Hailey Harris, Makayla Nash, Madison Nash.
Bottom row: Aliciana Garcia, Shelby Marsh,
Natalia Castaneda, and Zariah Valdez

Football
Middle School Football

Pictured from left to right: Joshua Pachorek,
Joseph Chavez, Gabe Sintas, Aiden Komaroski,
Tagen Raley, Abram Dominguez, Orion Boyd,
Jeremiah Montoya (back row) Luis Mejia-Alfaro,
Nick Robinson, Dustin Keeth, Jakob Diemer, and
Kailain Sanford

High School Football
Pictured from left to right, back row: Brooklyn
Coley, Riley Monarco, Elyssa Trujillo, Isabella
Shew, Jalesia Atkins, Alexa Maldonado, Reannon
Ferraro, front row: Jocelynn Rivera, Isabela
Maldonado, Addison Dunlap, Alyvia Robinson,
Aubrey Blair, Aiyana Borja, and Skyla Cordova.

Pictured from left to right: DaShawn Sanchez,
Brett Kendall, Marcus Hahn, Mathew Pachorek,
Jairo Dominguez, Aedin Borja, Xavier Garcia, and
Kevin Acuna
From left to right: Caroline Diemar, Geyona
Cordova, Hannah Kinnison, Skyler McCorkle,

Cross Country
from left to right: Kyler Spleen, Anthony Pena, Nathan Nash, Dalton Avis, Logan Gates, Brandon Chatman,
and Bayley Rodman.
2021 Cross Country was an extraordinary
season for its runners. Mr. Duran led the
students to incredible accomplishments.
Dalton Avis managed to make 11th in
regionals, earning him a place in state. He also
beat Primero’s all-time record with the time
17:41:30. An amazing year for these students
with even more improvement to come!
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